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CORRECTED STAFF RECOMMENDATION: APPROVAL, FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS:

1. The requested High Rise Apartment (R-5) zone is in agreement with the 2018 Comprehensive Plan’s
Goals, Objectives and Policies, for the following reasons:
a. The proposed development will accommodate the growing demand for housing in Lexington by

seeking a high density residential building in a way that is respectful of the existing neighborhood’s 
character and intensity (Theme A, Goal #1.b; Theme A, Goal #2.b).

b. The proposed development will a provide a well-designed neighborhood (Theme A, Goal #3)
by designing the property to fit in the existing neighborhood and including activated entrances that 
improve pedestrian accessibility and neighborhood interaction in a safe and attractive manner
(Theme A, Goal #3.a & b).

c. The proposed development will work to achieve an effective and comprehensive transportation
system (Theme D, Goal #1) by making the property accessible to pedestrians, public transit, and
commuters (Theme D, Goal 1.a & b).

2. The justification and corollary development plan are in agreement with the policies and development
criteria of the 2018 Comprehensive Plan.
a. The proposed rezoning meets the criteria for Site Design, Building Form and Location. The site

has been designed to emphasize connections to the existing development, minimize the visual
impact of the provided parking areas, and reinforce the streetscape at along Legion Drive. This
request is also in agreement with the Multi-family Design Standards, as it provides a pedestrian-
oriented design and complements the established residential development, while increasing intensity as 
Legion Drive extends towards the South Broadway corridor.

b. The proposed rezoning meets the Transportation and Pedestrian Connectivity development criteria, as
the proposal will activate the frontage of the proposed development and creates pedestrian connections
throughout the site that allows for safe connections to the established pedestrian systems and transit
stops.

c. The proposed rezoning meets the criteria for Greenspace and Environmental Health as it will
increase tree canopy coverage and reduce the impact of the built environment and impervious
surfaces by providing green infrastructure and integrating new stormwater facilities.

3. This recommendation is made subject to approval and certification of PLN-MJDP-22-00077: Candia
Corp (Legion Drive Apartments), prior to forwarding a recommendation to the Urban County Council.
This certification must be accomplished within two weeks of the Planning Commission’s approval.
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